The world‘s most remote offshore wind farm
BorWin1 HVDC Light® offshore wind farm link

- Connection of wind farm 125 km off
the coast made possible by HVDC
Light®
- Wind power quality stabilized without
additional compensation or grid reinforcement

Scope of supply
− − Turnkey HVDC Light® transmission system
− − HVDC Light ® converters
− − HVDC Light ® cable system
− − Cable system design and testing
− − Onshore and offshore laying and installation
− − Civil works
− − Commissioning

- Displaces 1.5 million tons of CO2
emissions a year

Cable data
Voltage

+/-150 kV DC, 170 kV AC

Power

400 MW

Length

2x125 km submarine HVDC Light ® cable (Cu) 		
2x75 km underground HVDC Light ® cable (AI)		
1 km 3-core submarine XLPE cable (Cu)

Customer

transpower, Germany

Year

2011
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Why ABB and HVDC Light®?
HVDC Light ® is an ABB innovation that enables large volumes
Sea coast is a protected national park known as the Wadden
of power to be transported over long distances via submaSea, an extensive and sensitive band of tidal mudflats and
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BorWin1 is expected to avoid 1.5 million tons of CO2 emissions a year by replacing fossil fuel power generation.
compensation or grid reinforcement makes it uniquely suitable
for large offshore wind farms. Power losses are minimal and
Customer benefits
environmental impact negligible.
− − Complete HVDC Light® power transmission solution from
”ABB is the world’s leading supplier of power
one supplier
equipment and services to the wind power
− − All cable and converter station components manufactured
industry.”
by ABB
− − Supplier expertise and reliability – ABB is a market and
ABB pioneered HVDC in the 1950s and HVDC Light® in the
technology leader in both HVDC solutions and high voltage
1990s. HVDC Light ® is based on ABB innovations in bipolar
submarine and underground cables
converters and extruded polymer cables. The voltage source
− − Environmentally friendly technology
converters provide independent control of both active and
reactive power and 100 percent of the power supplied at both
ends of the link. The HVDC Light cables are insulated with
extruded polymer and are exceptionally effective, robust and
For more information please contact:
environmentally friendly.
ABB’s high voltage cable unit in
Sweden
Scope of supply
Phone: +46 455 556 00
®
ABB supplied a complete HVDC Light solution including
Fax:
+46 455 556 55
converter stations, 150 kV DC submarine and underground
E-Mail: sehvc@se.abb.com
cables, cable accessories, submarine and underground cable
laying, civil works, installation, testing and commissioning.
www.abb.com/cables
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